Adjectives & Adverbs Identification

Label each of the following words as an adjective (ADJ) or an adverb (ADV).
You should find nine adjectives and six adverbs.

_____ red  _____ quickly  _____ temporarily
_____ plentiful  _____ colorful  _____ rapidly
_____ soft  _____ eerily  _____ eight
_____ monthly  _____ sweet  _____ intensely
_____ dirty  _____ gladly  _____ gloomy

Label the adjectives (ADJ) and adverbs (ADV) in the following sentences.
Ignore the articles a, an, and the. You should find seven adjectives and three adverbs.

1. I am the youngest child in the family.

2. When running wild through the field, the boys stepped on slippery pebbles.

3. His glasses took me by surprise.

4. The belligerent weeds in my Chinese garden quickly overtook my plants.

5. Snowflakes covered the yard, and Yvette hurriedly shoveled a path.